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 Specific interfaces or functions?
 Products with a competitive advantage over your competitors?
 Better cost-benefit ratios?
 Reduced time-to-market?

In short: You are looking for the most competitive product with respect to
functionality, technology, size, and cost!
OEM solutions from zub machine control AG offer cost-optimized motion
control units, with or without integrated power amplifiers for specialized
applications for series use starting at 500 units.

Reinvent the Wheel? No!
OEM products are based on industry proven hardware and software modules, adapted to your needs. Both the risk and cost associated with completely
new development are greatly reduced. You benefit from a significant increase
in the possibility for earlier and longer prototype testing, leading to a higher
level of trust in both the product and the develoment partnership.

Development focused for your Advantage!
Your cost is only for those development tasks that are linked to your specific
functionality, hardware, or software design. Your “speciality” extends your
lead over compititors and protects you from imitators simply using standard
products.

Engineering Services
✔ Free development tools
✔ Integrated and license free
Motion Control library
✔ Scalable functionality
✔ Adaptable to 8/16/32 bit and
DSP one and multi processor
platforms
✔ Cost optimized
✔ Specialized features
✔ Compact
✔ Brand labeling possible

We develop customer-specified control and application solutions matched
precisely to the application. Exclusive customer-specific hardware designs
(digital and power electronic) are possible, and if necessary, the extensive
basic functionality will be extended. Every phase of your development project
- from the preliminary study through to series production - is supported by
experienced software and hardware developers.

Core Competency at the Best!
Our lean company structure allows us to react flexibly and quickly to your
needs. Our long-term motion control experience, together with a significant
amount of license free hardware and software, is the base for efficient and
competitive development. Our core competencies are dynamic, accurate
drive positioning and synchronization, CAN-, EtherCAT- and Profibuscommunication, as well as 24 V up to 380 V servo amplifier design.
zub machine control AG OEM design means a product, that fits your needs!
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